The additions and changes to the Library of Congress Classification made from April 1993 to December 1994 and which are relevant for Judaica libraries are covered in this column. Most of the changes come under classes BM (Judaism), BS (Bible), DS (History of Asia) and PJ (Oriental philology and literature). Of major significance are the following changes: (1) Class number DS110 (Israeli regions, towns, etc., A-Z) was expanded with an extensive list of new cutters. (2) The scope of class number PJ5054 was limited to Hebrew authors who published between 1946 and 1990, and a new class number, PJ5055-with a sophisticated breakdown-was introduced for authors who published since 1991. (3) The part of class number 27772 dealing with Bibliographies on Parts of the Old Testament was divided into two sections: Groups of 0. T. Books and Individual 0. T. Books; each section was in turn expanded with numerous cutters.
Introduction
The scope of this column encompasses the entire LC classification, with emphasis on the classes of major importance to Judaica libraries. Changes to LC classification as they pertain to Judaica, including additions, cancellations, or replacements of class numbers, are reported.
The additions and changes to LC classification noted in this column were culled from the following lists of LC Classification Additions and Changes: 250 (April-June 1993), 251 (July-September 1993), 252 (October-December 1993), 253 (January-March 1994), 254 (April-June 1994), 255 (July-September 1994), 256 (October-December 1994) .
We welcome suggestions and comments from our readers. Please write to: 
B Philosophy
List 255 added a cutter to class number B105 (Special topics in general philosophy, A-Z):
.S66
Spiritual exercises.
Since Judaica libraries often carry works on fundamentals of general Ancient philosophy, as well as comparative studies on certain subjects in Jewish vs. Greek philosophy, the following addition in List 255 to class number B398 (Special topics in the works of Plato, A-Z) may be of interest to Judaica catalogers:
.C66 Cosmography.
Class number B738 (Other special topics in Medieval philosophy, A-Z) was expanded in List 252 to include the cutter .M47 Metaphysics.
List 253 added a name and a related note to the Medieval Jewish philosophers enumerated under class number B759:
Del-Megido, Elijah, ca. 1460-1497, see B759.D44 .044
Delmegido, Elijah ben Moses Abba, 15th century.
Cutter number .C33 Cabala was added in List 255 to class number B2599 (Special topics in the works of German philosopher Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, A-Z).
A cutter was added in List 252 to class number B3999 (Topics in the works of the Dutch Jewish philosopher Benedictus de Spinoza):
.K7 Knowledge, Theory of.
List 250 added a cutter to class number B4378 (Special topics in the works of the Danish philosopher Soren Kierkegaard, A-2):
.B52 Bible.
BD Speculative Philosophy
The range of subjects dealing with the Soul, spirit, immortality, etc. in List 251 expanded class number BF1311 (Special spirit messages, A-Z) to include the cutter:
.E46 Elijah (Biblical prophet).
The same List also added two cutters and a reference note to Special topics in magic, A-Z under class number BF1623:
.A55
. G63
Animals
Goddesses, see BF1623.G63 Gods. Goddesses .
Class number BF1714 (Types of _astrology by ethnic group, religion, or country, A-Z) was expanded in List 250 to include the cutter:
.A86 Assyro-Babylonian astrology. Second, a decimal subdivision .5 Divorce was added to this class number. It is also followed by a note referring to the KB schedule. The revised section of the schedule reads as follows:
BJ

BM713
.5
Marriage
Cf. KB, Marriage (Jewish law) Divorce
Cf. KB, Divorce (Jewish law).
The following note was added to BM720 (Other rites and customs in practical Judaism):
Shemitah, see BM720.S2. Cutter .S2 stands for Sabbatical year, Shemitah.
List 252 added a cutter to BM7 4 7 (Sermons for individual Jewish festivals, A-Z):
.J4 7 Jerusalem day.
BP Islam. Bahaism. Theosophy, etc .
A new class number, with a decimal subdivision, was added to the BP schedule in List 255 to include Anti-cult movements in the list of Other beliefs and movements. The new schedule segment reads as follows: List 256 added a cutter to class number BS649 (Prophecy of special future events, A-Z):
.E63 End of the world.
The heading Natural history preceding class number BS660 has been expanded to include Nature. The feature heading now reads: Natural history. Nature.
Class number BS680 (Topics in or about the Bible, not otherwise provided for, A-Z) was expanded in Lists 250 and 252-254 to include the following cutter numbers:
. Wilderness.
In addition, the caption for cutter .A25 was expanded to include the Handicapped and now reads: .A25 Abnormalities, Human . Handicapped. A "see" note below was added to reflect this expansion:
Handicapped, see BS1199.A25.
A new cutter number .F34 Family was added to class number BS1238 (Other special topics in or about the Pentateuch, A-Z) in List 256.
The introduction of the cutter number .E93 for Exodus, listed at BS 1199 above, necessitated the addition of the following note under class number range BS1241-1245.6 (Exodus as one of the parts of the Pentateuch) in List 252:
For The Exodus, see BS680.E9; BS1199.E93. BS680.E9 is the cutter for The Exodus in the ·list of Topics on the Bible, including both the Old and the New Testaments, as opposed to BS1199.E93 which deals only with the Old Testament. Two cutter ranges were added to class number BS1830 (Special Apocryphal books (The Pseudepigrapha), A-Z) in Lists 252 and 256. They are:
.A25-252 Adam and Eve, Life of and .L58-582 Lives of the Prophets .
Class number BS2545 (Topics in or about the New Testament, not otherwise provided for, A-Z) was expanded in List 253 to include a new cutter:
.A73 Ark of the Covenant. i n BS
L47
A list of Topics, not otherwise provided for, A-Z, in Pauline epistles under class number BS2655, was expanded in List 251 to include the following cutter and a related note:
.L47 Letter and spirit antithesis Spirit and letter, see BS2655.L47.
BT Doctrinal Theology
BT
The list of Christian heresies and schisms was expanded 1368 in List 254 to include Docetism, a doctrine that Christ did not have a material body, but was rather a phantasmal human, and his life's events were illusions. The doctrine reached its height with the 2nd century Gnostics. The class number for this addition is BT1368.
In Lists 251 and 252, a number of new works were enu-1392 merated under BT1392 (Individual tractates in the Nag Hammadi Codices, A-Z). The first is .A63-632 Apocalypse of Adam. This cutter range had been previously assigned to Apocalypse of James, which is now being treated as two works (the First and the Second Apocalypse of James), each with its own cutter, as can be seen below from the listing of the other tractates added to BT1392: CD 1739. 6-1979 .6 CD 1739 .6-1759 .8 CD 1949 .6-1979 .B65-652
Book of Thomas the Contender .F57-572
First Apocalypse of James .S42-422
Second Apocalypse of James . T43-432
Teachings of Sylvanus . V35-352 Valentinian Exposition. 
C Auxiliary Sciences of History
J4
List 253 revised class number HV640.5 (Refugees, by ethnic or national group receiving relief, A-Z). The cutters under this number were previously preceded by e.g. LC has removed the e.g., and moved the subsequent cutter numbers to the left. It also introduced two changes in List 256 after the publication of the new H schedule: it revised the caption for cutter .A6 from Arab refugees to Arabs and added a new cutter .J4 (Jews).
The entire revised section of the schedule (with the heading quoted to show alignment) reads as follows:
HV640.5
By ethnic or national group receiving relief, A-Z .A6
Arabs .J4
Jews.
HV
The topic Alcohol and ethnic minorities was added to the 5199.5 section of the HV schedule dealing with Alcoholism. To incorporate this expansion, a decimal subdivision was added to class number HV5199. The new caption is aligned with the caption of HV5200, and reads:
JS 7499 18-83 JV 6348 J4
HV5199.5 Alcoholism and ethnic minorities.
JS Local Government
List 251 expanded the caption for cutter range .18-83 under class number JS7499 (Local governments of other countries of Southwestern Asia). The caption, which used to read Israel, now includes Palestine:
.18-83 Israel. Palestine.
JV Emigration and Immigration
Class number JV6348 (Assimilation, by race, A-Z) underwent a number of revisions in List 255. First, the scope of the caption was expanded to include ethnic groups. Second, the e.g. preceding the cutter numbers was deleted and the alignment shifted to the left. Third, the cutter number .J4 (Jews) was added to the list. The revised section of the schedule reads as follows:
JV6348 The section of the JV schedule dealing with Emigration and immigration in the countries of Eastern Europe was revised in List 255 to reflect the break-up of the former Soviet Union.
First, the caption for class numbers JV8180-9, which used to read Soviet Union (2), now reads: Russia. Soviet Union. Former Soviet republics (2) .
Second, the class number JV8190 was added to the schedule to cover Russian Federation alone.
Third, the indention of the next four lines, covering the Baltic countries, was changed. They are now aligned with all the other countries.
Fourth, the Library of Congress added Belarus, Moldova, and Ukraine to the countries enumerated in the schedule, by introducing decimal subdivisions to class number JV8195, as well as the new class number JV8196.
The revised section of the schedule follows: 
K General Law KE Law of Canada KFN Law of New York
In Lists 251, 252, and 256 LC added the subtopic Relationship between civil and religious divorces under the heading Divorce and separation to three schedules: K (General law), KE (Canadian law) and KFN (Law of New York).
In the K schedule (General law), class number K695 was expanded with a decimal subdivision to accommodate the new heading: K695.5 Relationship between civil and religious divorces (II).
In the KE schedule (Law of Canada), a class number was added for this heading: KE572 Relationship between civil and religious divorces (11). The two numbers above can be further subdivided according to Table II Jews.
KL-KWX Law of Asia and Eurasia, Africa, Pacific Area and Antarctica
In the Spring of 1993 LC published the newly developed two-volume schedule for the Law of Asia and Eurasia, Africa, Pacific Area and Antarctica. The changes and additions to this schedule, printed in Lists 251-256, are too numerous to be included in this column. We plan to report on these and the subsequent revisions of this schedule in the next issue of Judaica Librarianship.
ML 990 S55
N 8251 T37
ML Literature of Music
Class number ML990 (History and criticism of other special wind instruments, A-Z) was expanded in List 250 to include a new cutter:
.S55 Shofar.
N Visual Arts
In List 251 Library of Cqngress expanded class number N8251 (Special subjects in art, St-Te) Including art about specific wars or battles. Of special importance is the fact that this class number now covers art about individual wars and battles, which was previously classed in History (D-F).
NA Architecture
NA
In response to recent works on German architecture dur-1068 ing the Third Reich, LC introduced a further breakdown for class number NA 1068 (Architecture of Germany in the 20th century), which includes a cutter for architecture under National Socialism. Until now this class number was not explicitly listed in the schedule itself, but was to be derived by adding the corresponding number 368 from Table IV . H64 Holocaust, Jewish (1939 -1945 .
PG
The cutter number 7102
.J48 Jews J48
was also added in List 254 to class number PG7102 (Special topics in Polish prose, A-Z).
PJ Oriental Philology and Literature
PJ
List 250 revised the format of class number PJ4807 (For-4807 eign elements in Hebrew language etymology). It added e.g.
before the list of cutters and moved the cutters themselves eight spaces to the right. It also added a cutter (.A7) to the list. The revised section of the schedule now reads: PJ4807 Foreign elements, A-Z e.g. .A7 Aramaic.
A new cutter was added in List 254 to class number 5012 PJ5012 (Treatment of special subjects in the history of N27
Hebrew literary criticism, A-Z):
.N27 Nationalism.
Class number PJ5030 (Special topics in Hebrew prose 5030 and fiction, A-Z) was expanded in List 255 with the cutter: G74
.G74 Grief. Zilberman, Hanah.
As noted above, the class number PJ5055, introduced in 5055 List 251, deals with authors who first published after 1991.
The breakdown for this number is as follows: PJ 5055.1-51 1991-
The author number is determined by the second letter of the name, unless otherwise specified Each author is subarranged by Second, the cutter for Dora Teitelbaum was changed back to . T38 from .T36, and the line now reads:
.T38 Teitelbaum, Dora. (This revision seems to be somewhat puzzling: the cutter for Dora Teitelbaum in the 2nd edition of the PJ schedule (1988) is already . T38, and I could not find any changes to it in prior LC lists.) Third, several cutters and notes, listed below, were added to this class number (if a note refers to a new cutter, no explanation is given, since the cutter can be found in the listing; if a note refers to a previously established cutter, the information about it is provided in parentheses):
.G7
.G82 .115 .K2788
.K59
. L595
.M313
.S2917
.S485
Granitstein, M. (Moses), 1897 -1956 , see PJ5129.G7 Granitstein, Moses, 1897 -1956 Guiser, M.D. (Moises David), 1893 -1952 , see PJ5129. G82 Guiser, Moises David, 1893 -1952 lanasovich, Isaac, 1909 -Kaplan, Israel ~plan, Yisra'el, see PJ5129.K2788 Korenchandler, Chaskiel, 1899 -Kornhendler, Yeheskel, 1899 -, see . PJ5129.K59 . . Lokiec, M . Lokiec, Moshe, 1911 -, see PJ5129.L595 Margolin, Arn, 1892 -1959 
PN Literature (General)
In List 250, LC expanded class number PN6071 (Literary collections, extracts, etc., by subject, A-Z) with the following cutter:
.A65 Angels.
A cutter was added in List 251 to class number PN6110 (Special collections of poetry, by subject or form, A-Z):
.838 Bible.
PQ (Part 1) French Literature
Class number PQ1145 (Collections of 20th-century French literature, by subject, A-Z) was expanded in List 253 with the cutter .P46 Petra (Extinct city). Petra (presently in Jordan), the Nabataean capital in the early centuries C.E., was discovered in 1812 and excavated since. It contains numerous remains of Nabataean and Roman rock architecture.
PQ (Part 2) Italian, Spanish and Portuguese Literatures
PQ
H42
In List 252 LC revised class number PQ4498.5. The schedule for this previously inactive number read (PQ4498.5) Languages of Asia, Africa, Oceanica, etc., see PJ-PM (Added entry to be made here) . LC removed the parentheses around this class number, converted its reference to a caption, corrected the typographical error (changing Oceanica to Oceania), removed the instruction, and added a cutter for Hebrew language. The revised schedule reads:
PQ4498.5 Languages of Asia, Africa, Oceania, etc., A-2 .5.H42
Hebrew.
PR English Literature
PR A note was added in List 254 to class number PR6029 6029 (Individual English authors, 1900 -1960 Edward, b. 1885 . This note parallels the previously discussed note for this author in the PJ schedule.
PS American Literature
List 250 corrected a typographical error in a note under class number PS3511 (Individual American authors, 1900 American authors, -1960 , whose names begin with the letter F). The note used to read:
Finkelstein, Mark Harris, 1922-, see PS3515.A747. The note refers to the American Jewish author whose penname is Mark Harris and whose class number is PS3515.A757(not .A747). The corrected note reads:
Finkelstein, Mark Harris, 1922-, see PS3515.A757.
List 251 also corrected a spelling error in the first name of American science fiction writer Isaac Asimov in PS3551.S5. The caption used to read:
.S5 Asimov, Issac, 1920-. The revised line now reads:
.S5 Asimov, Isaac, 1920-.
PT (Part 1) German Literature
List 250 changed the indention for cutter number . Y53 (Yiddish) under class number PT2030 (Translations of the works of Goethe into other non-Slavic European languages). The caption was moved three spaces to the right. The alignment is now as follows:
PT2030 Other European languages Non-Slavic .Y53 Yiddish.
In List 250 LC corrected a typographical error in the cutter for Salomon Kohn, a German-language novelist from Prague, who wrote about Jewish life in his city in the 18th and 19th centuries. The cutter under class number PT2385 (Individual authors or works between 1700 -ca. 1860 
PZ Fiction and Juvenile Belles Lettres
In List 253 LC added Ladino to the languages under class number PZ90 (Juvenile belles lettres in other languages, A-Z):
. L23 Ladino . Tables 1-V   P-PZ  List 253 added the cutter  Table I .18 Israel No. 127 to the list of Readers on special subjects, A-Z in By region or country, A-Z.
P-PZ
QH Natural History (General). Biology (General)
In List 252 LC expanded the caption for cutter .18 under class number QH193 (Topographical divisions of other Asian regions or countries, A-Z). The caption, which used to read Israel, now reads .18 Israel. Palestine.
A new subject-Philosophy of evolution-was added to the QH schedule in List 254. A decimal subdivision was added to class number QH360 to accommodate this new heading, and the section (with the previous heading quoted to show alignment) now reads: Evolution [ ... ] QH360.5 Philosophy.
RC Internal Medicine
List 253 expanded the caption of cutter .H62 (Holocaust survivors) under class number RC451.4 (Psychiatry, by age, group, profession, etc., . The cutter now includes the children of Holocaust survivors:
.H62 Holocaust survivors. Children of Holocaust survivors.
S Agriculture
List 255 revised class number S484 (Agricultural departments), broadening its scope and adding further breakdown:
Agricultural departments. Agricultural administration S484
General works By region or country, see S21-S400, S441-S482 Study and teaching. Research .4
General works .5
By region or country, A-Z. Of particular interest in this revision is the addition of decimal subdivision S484.5.
were parenthesized and their captions converted to references. In addition, the references were moved three spaces to the right to align them with the new cutters. The revised section of 27772 (listed together with the preceding and following lines in order to show alignment) now reads: When the best advice is free, you can afford to be an expert.
Gaylord's Partnership Services provide expert technical advice to help you care for your collections .. Our free Pathfinder booklets and the technical tips in our catalog support and expand your preservation knowledge. For specific advice and technical support, phone our Preservation Help Line conservator on Thursdays and Fridays, part of the continuing partnership services of the Gaylord Preservation Initiative.
• Catalog, Pathfinders & Information 1-800-634-6307
• Preservation Help Line 
